Degree of
digitzation
100%

100%

80%

Which material
Bibliography of Dutch Protestant
Periodicals (Bibliografie van Nederlandse Protestantse Periodieken BNPP)

Description

In 2013 the project Bibliography of Dutch Protestant Periodicals (Bibliografie van Nederlandse Protestantse Periodieken - BNPP) was concluded. Periodicals are one of the largest and
richest sources for the history of Dutch protestantism. In this project, more than 3,200 protestant periodicals that were published in The Netherlands since 1800 were listed and described.
For each periodical, the description contains
information on: Title, Subtitle, Category, Published from / until, Owner, Publisher, Printer,
Place of publication, Editorial board, Contributors, Frequency, Number of pages, Size, Circulation, Price, Photo's, Drawings, Special issues,
Bibliographical history, Background. The index
contains ca. 30,000 personal names.
Inventory of Church Buildings in The Jan Sonneveld († 2012) collected information
Netherlands
on ca 19,000 buildings in which religious meetings are or were held, by more than 100 religious communities, from all over The Netherlands. It contains data on the denomination, year
of construction or occupation, name of the building and address, current use.
Register of Congratulations made to
Contains names and positions of members of the
Abraham Kuyper, 1907
board of Antirevolutionary organisations, Reformed youth associations and organisations
from Reformed education and science, that were
collected for the occasion of the 70th birthday of
Kuyper. Extraordinary data for the history of the
ARP, because it is the first overview of the executive committee and the structure of the electoral associationsof the ARP since the foundation
of the party in 1879. The data could be important for other organisations as well.

Available
For the greater part available digitally. 100% is
available as PDF. We are
working on a database.

Digitally available for
100% as a MS Access file
(which is easily converted
into other formats).

Relationship with other
projects
Possibly with ‘In actie voor
het christelijk onderwijs!
Project Volkspetitionnement
1878’ (Fred van Lieburg, in
Dutch).
Data could be incorporated
into Geoplaza.

Possibly with ‘In actie voor
het christelijk onderwijs!
Project Volkspetitionnement
1878’ (Fred van Lieburg, in
Dutch).
Data could be incorporated
into Geoplaza.
Digitally available for
Possibly with ‘In actie voor
80%. Names of the private het christelijk onderwijs!
persons congratulating
Project Volkspetitionnement
Kuyper have not been
1878’ (Fred van Lieburg, in
digitised yet. Available as Dutch).
MS Excel or MS Word
Data could be incorporated
file.
into Geoplaza.

Degree of
digitzation
40%

Which material

Description

Available

Promotional material Vrije Universiteit

All promotional films are
digitized and accessible
through our image database. Of the paper material
nothing has been digitized
so far.

5%

Sermons, printed and in manuscript,
ca. 1550 - now

0%

Collections Research Protestant
Church Building (Collectie Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek naar Protestantse Kerkbouw (WOPK)) of the
department of Art History.
Lecture notes

The VU has had to provide its own financial
means for a long time. The government did take
over more and more of the funding, but the VU
kept collecting. During the years various forms
of promotion material were made, resulting in
large, professionally made advertising
campaigns that no longer aimed at collecting
money, but at recruiting students. Think of
campaigns such as "Het leesplankje" or "Deze
tijd vraagt om ...". These campaigns used lots of
visual material that has been incompletely preserved in the Dutch Protestant Heritage collections or in the corporate archives. This material
could be the start of research into the public
relations of the VU. The promotional films in
our image database are also relevant.
The collection of Manuscripts and Early Printed
Books mostly contain printed sermons. The
Protestant Heritage Collections contain handwritten sermons. Both collections are extensive.
This material has been the basis of a number of
publications on (protestant) church building.
Part of the collection are the, often very beautiful, photo's made by Jan Wester.
Various forms and levels of quality - from
densely written, private notebooks to stenciled
publications made for sale. At least 50 copies in
the collection of
Manuscripts and Early Printed Books, mainly
handwritten.
This concerns ca. 1.5 meter of treatises (nrs 1831, nrs 1-750 collections of treatises and bible
almanacs). Delpher gives 363 results for 'traktaat-genootschap' and 6 for 'Genootschap licht-

The image database contains ten copies; others
have not been digitized.

0%

0%

Printed materials from the archives of
the Dutch Religious Treatise Society
(Nederlandsche Godsdienstige Traktaat-Genootschap) and the Dutch

An estimated 5% has been
digitized.

Nothing has been digitized yet. The photo albums
by Jan Wester are being
described.

Nothing digitized yet.

Relationship with other
projects

Degree of
digitzation

0%

Which material

Description

Religious Society The Light Bearer
(Nederlands Godsdienstig Genootschap De Lichtdrager).
Miracle plays

drager'.

According to many, the miracle play was the
most popular form of theater during the interbellum period. It was for all sorts of groups a way
of expressing a rising community spirit that
united and confirmed convictions. Both within
worldy and church organisations and youth associations.
Of one of the important people in the world of
miracle plays, Ben Albach, we have the archives. In different collections are printed, yet to be
digitized copies available. Possibly other collections of the library contain other copies.

Available

Nothing digitized yet.

Relationship with other
projects

